
Tuesday 08/23/2022
Week 1

Performing Arts Class
Lesson 2 - Shiver Me Timbers!
Arts Standards & Common Core Connections

MU:Cr1.1 Imagine - Generate musical ideas for various purposes and contexts.
MU:Cr1.1.4a Improvise rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic ideas, and explain connection to specific purpose and context
(such as social and cultural).
MU:Pr4.1.4a Demonstrate and explain how the selection of music to perform is influenced by personal interest,
knowledge, context, and technical skill.
MU:Pr4.2.4a Demonstrate understanding of the structure and the elements of music (such as rhythm, pitch, and form) in
music selected for performance.
DA:Pr5.1.4a Demonstrate fundamental dance skills (for example, alignment, coordination, balance, core support,
kinesthetic awareness) and movement qualities when replicating and recalling patterns and sequences of locomotor and
non-locomotor movements.

Goals:

The learners will...
• explore and improvise different rhythms and melodies.
• demonstrate and explain how the music selected is influenced by a theme.
• begin to demonstrate an understanding of the structure of a piece of music.
• listen to the music for cues when to move (loco-motor and non-loco-motor movements) and when to stop.
PA-VA CONNECTION (PA-VA): Ms. Glenn and I will share the theme of pirates and connect on the Artist Habits
of Envision and Develop Craft in our lessons.

COMMON CORE Standard (CC): Literacy.RL.4.2 - Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in
the text; summarize the text.
Vocabulary
Rhythm - the way movement is organized in a piece of music (the rhythm changes with the words)

Steady Beat - the ongoing, steady beat, the repetitive pulse in a song (the beat stays the same)

Melody - the tune or sequence of pleasing sounds that make-up a particular musical phrase
Essential Question
Essential Questions?

MU:Cr1.1.4 - How do musicians generate creative ideas?

MU:Pr4.1.4 - How do performers select repertoire?

MU:Pr4.2.4 - How does understanding the structure and context of musical works inform a performance?

DA:Pr.5.1.4a - What must a dancer do to prepare the mind and body for artistic expression?

Lesson / Instruction / Narrative

Title: Shiver Me Timbers We Sailed on the Sea!
Opening Chant - Performing Arts

Teacher: What time is it?
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Students: Performing Arts Time

Teacher: What time is it?
Students: Performing Arts Time

Teacher: I am an ARTIST (Sign in ASL)
Students: REPEAT

Teacher: With a focused MIND (Sign in ASL)
Students: REPEAT

Teacher: And a caring HEART (Sign in ASL)
Students: REPEAT

Teacher: And responsible hands (Sign in ASL)
Students: REPEAT

Everybody: YO (end in your pose of choice that is school appropriate)

Expectations/Context/Purpose
"Aye Me Mateys, today we are going to go on a pirate adventure. I'm looking for a first rate crew to sail the seas
and to go on a daring adventure in search of treasures galore!" (Have the students come up with possible treasures
they might find on an pirate adventure today while I set up the Google Slides on the Promethean board and share their
responses with the class.)

Objectives
Go over Expectations (these can be found on my Google Slides, clipped to my art cart, and in the student's art
hand-out for the day) and Objectives.

I CAN explore and improvise different rhythms and melodies.

I CAN demonstrate and explain how the music selected is influenced by a theme.

I CAN begin to demonstrate an understanding of the structure of a piece of music.

I CAN listen to the music for cues when to move (loco-motor and non-loco-motor movements) and when to stop.

Introduce the Vocabulary
rhythm, steady beat, melody

Warm-up/Modeling/Improvisation
"Let's warm up our bodies and voices by doing the activity, Yo Ho I Row the Anchor!"
• Gather the class in a large circle seated on the outside of the stretchy band.
• Teach the students the song and show them that they are going to place a hand on the band and while pulling the

band towards them, they will put the other hand over and in front of the hand already on the band.
• When we come to the end of the song and sing, "Who is the captain now?", the student whose hand is on or closest to

the tag on the band is the captain.
• The captain will clap out a rhythm on their lap and the rest of the class must echo the rhythm.
• Play this a few times around the circle.
Studio Time
"Now that our bodies and voices are warmed up, I'm going to teach you The Pirate Song." I will start out teaching
the students the B section. First, I will sing the words to this part for them. Then, I will break it into two parts and I will
sing first, Shiver me timbers we sailed on the sea. Next, the students will echo that back to me. Afterwards, I will sing
the second part, All of the gold will be waiting for me for ME! The students will echo this back to me. Now, we will sing
this section of the song and pat the rhythm of the song as we sing it. Students and teacher will then transfer the rhythm
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to their hands and clap the rhythm in their hands while singing the song. Last, the students and teacher will clap only the
rhythm of the song, but with no words.
Now that we know that part of the song, we are going to add in some movements. For this section, the students and
teacher will sway like they are being tossed about on the boat by the waves. Practice this a few times till the students
have grasped the song and the movements.
Second, I will teach the students the steady beat section of the song with a hand drum. I will sing while playing the
steady beat to the words, Tip toe tip toe tip toe STOP... - what's that? Immediately repeat this same phrase one more
line through. Students will sing with the teacher focusing on keeping the steady beat with the drum. We start singing on
the word pirate with some background music I will have playing and the word seeking for the second line (students will
practice tip toeing around the room while singing this). Once we finish the first two lines of the song, then we go back to
swaying and singing Shiver me timbers we sailed on the sea, etc.
Third, we will add one more part, where the students will say, Take the gold (shh) while someone shakes a bag of gold
coins to the beat. We start singing on the word pirate for the first line and seeking for the second line. Students will be
tip toeing around the room in a circle and when they hear the words, Take the gold (shh) that is their chance to find
treasures and take it. Their will be multiple colored scarves around the room that will represent the treasure. Practice
this a few times till the students have the hang of it. When we come to the end of the song, I will sing to a volunteer, Tell
me, tell me, (Pirate's name), what treasures did you find? The student will sing back to me using the same melody what
treasures they found. Be sure to change up the melody for this question and answer game as we go along.

Rehearsal & Performance
Last, we will play the game. Divide the class up into two groups. One group will be in charge of singing the tip toe part
and the other will be in charge of singing Take the Gold. I will play the background music and students will begin moving
around the room in a circle like they are searching for the treasure. I will sing to a volunteer student asking them what
treasures they found and they will answer me back telling me what treasures they found in the same melody I asked the
question in.

CC: Just like in reading you can determine the theme of a story from the details, in music you can determine the
theme of a song from the words used and the melodic arrangement of the song.

Student Self-assessment/Reflection
Students will glue a paper into their Art Journal that has review information of what we did today in art (theme of lesson,
vocabulary, etc.).

While the students are gluing, ask them:

1. What treasures did you find today on our pirate adventure?
2. What instrument used in our lesson today helped us to keep the steady beat in our song?
3. How Did You Have the Mind of an Artist Today (pull up the Google Slides with the Artist's Habits on it for them to
reference)?

Closing
"Thank you artists for your hard work in our art studio today! Next time I see you, be ready to Buzz Off with me
on a new adventure."
Sing together..."Na, na, na,na, na, na, na, hey, hey, hey - goodbye...
Formative Assessments

Direct Observation
Purposeful observation of an art performance task which can be documented by note taking, digital media, or checklists.
Kinesthetic Practice
Rehearsal of concepts taught during lesson and imitated or self-initiated to create or improve upon for informal in class
performance
Visual Representations
Images and words to represent concepts and organize information through means such as Visual Journaling, Graphic
Organizers, Mind Maps, or Infographics.

Instructional Strategies
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s Expectations
s Get Moving - Physical Activity
s Modeling
s Check for Understanding
s Work Together
s Share/discuss with a partner or table group

Materials / Resources / Technology
• Surface Pro with Google Slides Document
• Shiver Me Timbers student hand-out
• Art Journal Inserts
• iPod with The Pirate Song
• Speaker
• Hard copies of slides in case Promethean Board doesn't work

Differentiation / Modifications
Hands-On Materials

Provide Hand-outs

Adapt Content for Student Ability
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